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Terahertz interaction with spatially modulated graphene through plasmon-polariton excitation is considered. 

It is shown that if one of the diffracted harmonics ( x xk k = + , xk is in-plane to graphene sheet component of 

wave vector,  is reciprocal vector) parameters satisfy to plasmon-polariton condition in graphene [1], the sharp 

increase of reflectance (see. Fig.1) and absorbance occurs. This increase takes place at incidence angle 

depending on modulation period and wave frequency that gives possibility of frequency (or incidence angle) 

tuning.  Different aspect of diffraction associated with behavior of plasmon-polariton under Bragg condition:  

x xk k+   [2]. Photonic band gap in plasmon-polariton 

spectrum appears in this case, width of band gap is proportional 

to graphene modulation amplitude, central frequency of band 

gap depends on modulation period. Bragg diffraction can form 

distributed feedback transforming convective instability to 

absolute one, that gives possibility of terahertz laser generation 

from the noise. Such transformation is considered for Cherenkov 

instability of electron beam propagating over modulated 

graphene.  Boundary problem was formulated for this case and 

threshold generation  equation  was derived. Study of  generation  

equation gives beam and graphene parameters necessary to start 

laser  process:  electron  current density  ~ 10j   A/cm2            and  
graphene sheet length L~3 cm. Generation frequency depends on 

Fig.1. Dependence of reflection coefficient R            modulation period, chemical  potential  of  graphene,  providing 

on the wave incidence angle                                       flexible tuning. 
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